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 Free writing using an opening line from CD Wright: 

'Well. Then. You say Grandmother let me just ask you this: How does a body rise up again and 

rinse her mouth from the tap. And how does a body put in a plum tree or lie again on top of 

another body...'-from More Blues and the Abstract Truth-CD Wright  

 Imagine our bodies are like snail shells, where our souls can leave them and choose another 

body. Task: write an advert in the style of a house advertisement for potential new 

inhabitants of your body. 

 

 Think of 5 times a stranger has made a comment about your appearance or body. Write 

about this in the style of those ridiculous oppressive menzy articles on the Internet that are 

like 'when women say... They Really mean...' so We will be reclaiming this in the form 'when 

you say.... You Really mean...' or ‘when you say…’ ‘I hear….’ addressing the street harassers 

 

 

 Write ten lines of less describing how it feels to carry out a familiar/repeated action or 

activity this could be journey by foot or bus or cycle or car, a particular yoga pose, scrubbing 

the bath etc Use as much sensory detail as possible. 

 

 We are trying to communicate the behind the eyes sensation of inhabiting a body describe 

an extreme of emotion purely in bodily sensations, do not use any words which identify the 

emotion. i.e showing not telling, or sensation eg grief/orgasm/exhaustion 

 

More Blues and the Abstract Truth 
BY C. D. WRIGHT 
I back the car over a soft, large object; 
hair appears on my chest in dreams. 
The paperboy comes to collect 
with a pit bull. Call Grandmother 
and she says, Well you know 
death is death and none other. 
 
In the mornings we’re in the dark; 
even at the end of June 
the zucchini keep on the sill. 
Ring Grandmother for advice 
and she says, O you know 
I used to grow so many things. 
 
Then there’s the frequent bleeding, 
the tender nipples, and the rot 
under the floormat. If I’m not seeing 
a cold-eyed doctor it is 
another gouging mechanic. 
Grandmother says, Thanks to the blue 
rugs 

and Eileen Briscoe’s elms 
the house keeps cool. 
 
Well. Then. You say Grandmother 
let me just ask you this: 
How does a body rise up again and rinse 
her mouth from the tap. And how 
does a body put in a plum tree 
or lie again on top of another body 
or string a trellis. Or go on drying 
the flatware. Fix rainbow trout. Grout the 
tile. 
Buy a bag of onions. Beat an egg stiff. Yes, 
how does the cat continue 
to lick itself from toenail to tailhole. 
And how does a body break 
bread with the word when the word 
has broken. Again. And. Again. 
With the wine. And the loaf. 
And the excellent glass 
of the body. And she says, 
Even. If. The. Sky. Is. Falling. 
My. Peace. Rose. Is. In. Bloom. 

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/c-d-wright
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Buried 
BY PATRICIA SMITH 
   “We do not dig graves or put caskets into graves any longer. The decision was made and 
funeral homes were notified that families and funeral homes would have to supply grave-
digging personnel.” 
    —Ed Mazoue, New Orleans City Real Estate Administrator and Person in Charge of the 
City’s Cemeteries 
  
  
  
There’s nothing but mud. The ground looks dry and firm, 
but underneath is a stew of storm. Stout shovels, rusted, 
grow gummed and heavy with what I heft and rearrange. 
  
Progress is slow. 
  
The sun so often steams me shut, and I have to stop 
to gulp sugared bites of tea, 
flick away sweat with my swollen fingers, 
swat hard at sluggish flies who hover, 
  
like they know. 
  
And when I start again, there’s a rhythm to it, 
some ticking jazz that gets my square hips involved. 
I craft a chant purely for downbeat: 
Plunge.   Push.   Lift.   Toss it. 
Plunge.   Push.   Lift.   Toss it. 
My untried muscles blaze, 
joints click, 
pulse clutches my chest. 
  
Whole clocks later, I pause to relish the feat, 
to marvel at the way I’ve compromised the earth, 
how I’ve been that kind of God for a minute. 
But only time has moved. 
It’s like trying to reach the next world with a spoon. 
  
My boy would have laughed. 
Daddy, you better sit down and watch some ball game, 
and we’d settle, Sunday lazy, 
his squirm balanced on my belly. 
  
He needed what I was and what I wasn’t. 
Giggling in little language, he lobbed me the ball soft, 
walked slower when I was at his side, 

http://www.poetryfoundation.org/bio/patricia-smith
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shared puffed white bread and purple jelly. 
He waited patiently for me after dark 
while I shuffled piles of books, looking for 
a bedtime drama of spacemen or soldiers, 
some crayoned splash to wrap his day around. 
  
But every night, when I opened the door to his room, 
all I saw 
was a quivering mountain of Snoopys, Blues, and Scoobys. 
Underneath them, his happy body could barely cage breath. 
Giggles unleashed his toes. My line, then: Where are yoooou? 
 
Plunge.   Push.   Lift.   Toss it. 
  
Plunge.   Push.   Lift.   Toss— 
  
With the dirt balanced high, screaming my shoulder, 
I think hard on those nights of tussle and squeal. 
I want to feel his heat and twist in my arms again. 
  
I have to dig. 
Patricia Smith, “Buried 

 


